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Guidelines for Approving UArctic Institutes 
 
 
The questions under each heading are illustrative rather than definitive; however, any 
proposal for an institute should deal with the five broad topics listed below. 
 
1. Relevance 
In what ways does the institute relate to one or more of the specific aims listed in its mission 
statement?  How is it related to the objectives of any of the thematic networks or other 
entities within UArctic? Since members could set up institutes or centers without the UArctic 
imprimatur, what does UArctic gain from association with the institute? What does the 
institute gain from its association with UArctic? 

 
2. Distinctiveness 
How will the institute’s activities be different from other activities already underway within 
UArctic?  If there are overlaps with existing institutes, how will the focus and/or specific 
activities complement those endeavors? 
 
3. Institutional involvement 
Which institution(s) will directly sponsor the institute?  Where will its physical home be 
located?  Who will provide the administrative leadership? Will there be an internal steering 
committee within those institutions? Will there be an advisory board or other external group?  
In what ways will the institute benefit a range of institutions within UArctic? 
 
4. Funding and Resources 
What are the sources of funding? For what period of time is funding in place? Are the 
resources available at the sponsoring institutions seem adequate for supporting the endeavor?  
Is there expectation of support from fees or from external fund raising? 

 
5. Reviews and “Sunset”  
Describe the evaluation process; what are the criteria for success or for a decision to 
discontinue? What is the “exit strategy” if the funding or need should end?  Note that the 
Board of Governors, which needs to approve all institutes, will conduct a formal review after 
the third year and then every five years after the initial review to decide on the continuation 
of the institute.  Any significant change in the nature of an institute should be brought to the 
attention of the Board.  

 
6. UArctic approval and review procedures  
The Board of Governors of UArctic approves each plan for the establishment of a UArctic 
institute based on a proposal from the initiators (one or several UArctic members) and an 
evaluation by UArctic leadership (generally Ofelas) on how the idea fits UArctic structures. 
The Board may request an external evaluation of the plan before approval.   

 
The Board of Governors also oversees the review cycle of all institutes. An institute shall be 
guided by the UArctic Strategic Plan and relevant management guidelines in its operation 
(use of UArctic identity, reporting, information service, funding etc).  
 


